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ABSTRACT

We demonstrate that the light cone aua rules for vertex functions

baaed on the operator product expansion and QCD perturbation theory lead

to interesting relationships between various non-perturbative parameters

associated with hadronic bound states (e,g. vertex couplings and decay

constants). We also show that svch sum rules provide a valuable.means of

estimating the matrix elem .*-s of the higher spin operators in the meson

Wave,function.
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I. PREAMBLE

l) 2)
It has been emphasized ' that given a.suitable definition of the

meson wave function.then asymptotic behaviour can be estimated using the

Wilson operator expansion (OPE). The only unknown quantities are a set

of operator matrix elements between the one meson state and the vacuum.

This article concerns a set of sum rules for determining these matrix

elements. Specifically, we concentrate on the following gauge invariant

definition of the wave function:

Ml

: i A.JII1

' U.D-

where the wave.function also, depends on a.contour between -z/2 and a/2,

because of the path ordered exponential phase matrix. For the purpose of

defining a well-behaved gauge invariant short distance expansion, the phase

contour can be chosen to be a straight line or simply any smooth contour

which is shrunk in the short distance limit with the scale L = iz I "+ 0

If we work in the infinite momentum frame and choose a straight line path

along the % axis, then the gauge A_ = 0 allows one to replace this phase

factor at short distances by unity. This gauge was extensively used in the

work, of Lepage,and Brodsky ... On the other hand, it was pointed out in

Hef.U that there is a covariant gauge, in which the contour factor can be

neglected at short distances. Bearing these remarks in mind, we shall

simply replace {1.1) by the Wilson expansion (writing it schematically for

the moment)

(1.2)

The simple but important fact on which our main deductions are made,

is that the same set of operators 0
(N) also enter in the Wilson expansion

of two currents J (z/2) JB(-z/2), assumed to be bilinears of the quark

fields with the appropriate quantum numbers. This means that the unknown

dynamical constants associated with the vacuum to hadron state transition

matrix element ^0|0 jb(p) ̂  also govern the following vertex

function:

P"i i <ol
(1.3)
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which as •* 0 can be wriuon in the form

Both seta of Wilson coefficients entering into short distance expansions

(1.2) and [l.k) satisfy the renonnalization group equation:

(1.5)

vhere the anomalous dimension y refers to, respectively, that of the gauge

invariant operator entering in {1,1) (which is discussed in Ref.U) or to

that of the current product J J .

Eq.(l,5) has the simple consequence that as z^ + 0

1.6)

where Y a = L* -S Ya(g)/20(g) and C^0) is the Wilson coefficient in
g * 0

the free field theory or at the tree graph level.

A simple consequence of the above is that the Wilson coefficients

(TjJ for the vertex function and C for the wave function are simply related

by the following triangle graph!

Fig. 1
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From t h i s £,raph i t

of the form

, Aft (o)

L5 immediately apparent that t;:ore i^ a simple relationship

( l . T )

so that in the leading order in QCD there is a simple direct relationship

between this kind of vertex and the hadron wave function, namely

(1.8)

where C (z ) includes a dimensional factor plus a logarithmic factor

involving the difference of the anomalous dimensions of the current product

J, J_ and the wave function respectively.

The asymptotic relation (1.8) betveen the vertex function and wave

function can te converted into a sum rule which is in many respects

reminiscent of the "light cone sum rules" that have been extensively

studied 10 years ago under the assumption of a canonical scaling . The

sum rule is obtained as follows: One first derives a set of dispersion

relations for the vertex function

'V2

(1.9)

which for large -q is identified with the Fourier transform of the right-

hand side of Eq.. (1.8). Next, one shows that in certain kinematical regions

these dispersion relations can be Bore1-transformed and treated along a

line that has now become standard in the case of various tvo-point functions

As in these cases, the Borel-transformed dispersion relation for the vertex

function (1-9) makes i t possible to relate the unknown constants that enter

the short distance expansion of the vave function ^(^.p) and the couplings

and masses that define the vertex (1.9) flt low energy. In particular, we

obtain estimates for the few coefficients a2n defining the leading short

distance behaviour of the pion wave function

(1.10)

6)-3)

where
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However these operators are not multiplicatively renonnalized, i . e . they mix

with other operators under renormallzation. At the one loop level a straight-

forward calculation yields (see Appx.A,);

D being the covariant derivative, The case n = 0 provides a check of

our method, since aQ = 7 is known. The coefficients a , a, are

of interest in connection with the asymptotic formula for the pion form

factor given in Eefs.l to 3. We find a to be negligibly small: a 4A F •

In this paper we sainly concentrate on the currents J , J being

two vector currents or one vector and one axial current with | h ^ being

the pion s ta te . I t is however clear that, the scope of the method goes

largely beyond this simple application! any local ciiiark bilinsjars can be

chosen for J and J and any light or heavy quark bound state can be

taken for the hadronic stai;e \ h ̂  . Particularly interesting is the case

of neutral operator-i and states that can mix with the gluonic sector of the

theory.

The i-ar-'t-i- is organized as follows. In Sec.II we discuss in detail

the short distance expansion of the pion wave function and of the V-V-n

vertex. We give there a complete solution of the problem of mixing between

operators that occur in Eq.(l.lO) and their to ta l derivatives. {For a previous

incomplete discussion of this problem see Eefs.l and 2.) Sees.Il l and IV

are devoted to the derivation and discussion of the sum rule for the V-V-TT
qualitative

vertex. Sec.V summarizes the analogous/discussion of the V-A-TT vertex, the
kinematics of which is slightly more complicated. Important technical

details are collected in three appendices.

II. SHORT DIOTMCE EXPANSION OF MESON WAVE FUNCTION AND CURRENT-CURRENT
MESOH VERTEX FUNCTIONS

We could have s t a r t e d by defining OPE (1.2) in terms of the operators

o' (n>w''{x.,z), where m l a b e l s the maximal spin and n the i n t e r n a l

derivatives

(2.1)

where we shall always deal with non-singlet operators. [Here 8̂  is - i } j .J

o1'"'"1 \
V *-•»? = 1 til o

(S I

£2.2)

where

t. » „ - e nit*
- L

One property of QCD is that operators with different charge conjugation

do not mix. This means that the n-even and n-odd cases must be diagonalized

separately. Further, for n even (odd) I only runs over even (odd)

values. I

The matrices which diagonalize Z n can be worked out for both

the n-even and n-odd cases as follows. We write for

"2N,2L

Z2N+L,2L+1
(2.3}

How in the case of triangular matrices (n *• X ). diagonalization is

essentially trivial. Let us define for each charge conjugation a matrix U

satisfying

-\

u M M

where ZJj;- is the diagonal elements of Z^r .

' This point appears to have been missed by Efremov and Radyusrjtin in Ref.l

and in fact the diagonalization does not work out in quite the way they

suggested, which depended on the incorrect formula for Z « they quoted.

-5- -6-



From (2.10 we write the two equations

L t

C± ) 1 1 )

( 2 .5 )

and
r - i

(2-6)

Both these equations can be explicitly solved for U and U ,

respectively". The details are given in Appx.A and the results are

U N , * (2.T)

N, - I - V 1
(2.8)

(2.9)

and

u {2.10)

We note that

and

(2.11)

are the Gegenoauer polynomials.

Hence the operators o t which are multipicatively renormalized are

given by

- 7 -

0 (2.12)

where

\i
f + )

These operators, which do not mix under renormalizatlon, are precisely the
irreducible operators under the conformal group that have been constructed

9)
by Dobrev et a l . in free field theory, namely

( 2 i 3 )

We do not understand why,general operators that are multiplicatively
renormalized should coincide with irreducible conformal operators. Further,
whether or not the above results persist beyond the one-loop level.

To leading order the analysis is completed by noting that

*fHiml I
o C2.ll*)

hence the corresponding Wilson coefficients satisfy the renormalisation

group equation

• = 0 (2.15)

where Jf(g) = 3g Cp/8iT + 0(g ) is the anomalous dimension of the gauge

invariant operator product q Ĵq. defining the wave function (see Eq..(l.l)),

This was calculated in Eef.U. Eq.(2.15) has the simple consequence that if

we only wish to determine the leading behaviour then we can write



]

• S,e;-s y - L t -g V (g!/if(g) aiil 0 '.J is the Wilson coefficient for
H -. ' fl till*g -*o

ory.
tiie free Jisld theory

iic? free theory. The simplest way to dater-jne C ' Is to tote that for

(2.IT)

Note that the formula (2.17) remains, -valid if ve insert the path ordered phase
factor on the left-hand side (see formula (1.1)), provided ve replace the
derivatives on the right-hand aide by tile corresponding qovariant derivatives

also
li.e. it is valid in an external gluon field).

A

Comparing the latter with the diagonal Wilson expansion defined above

with g2 = 0, i.e.

fe••& r

(3.18)

we obtain 3-mntediately

- mj "iw vi
(2.19)

Her.ce for the wave function the leading order result is given by

(2.20)

u

and

(2.21)

and we have chosen this particular pion wave function for definiteness.

We must note that the sums over n,m and Si run over even integers for

this case and the matrices U and u"^ n are the even charge conjugation

matrices ' '"1
U and u"^ n

U ' and U '"1 defined above.

or conformal
The Gegenbauer/atructure Of the operators, which are muitiplicatively

renormeliaeJ can be used, together with some free field theory identities,

to derive the following relationship ^details are given in Ref.l5Ji

(Ml

(2.22)

Thid expression is useful in writing the null plane wave function, which

enters, for example, in the pion form factor (see Refs.l and 2 ) , namely

(2.23)

where x is the variable conjugate to ^ * (It is the relative fraction

of the momentum P carried by the 0.4 pair inside the pion in the infinite

momentum frame).

The extension to the vertex function we are interested in ,is almost

trivial in the leading order in QCD for the reasons ve outlined in Sec.I.

We will concentrate on the V-V-TT vertex defined by

where

-1 0 -



T (2.28)

By noting that this involves the same operators 0 ' involved In the pion
the

wave function, one obtains in leading order in ftCD fromjthe triangle graph in

Fig.l, the free field theory relationship (or in^heory with non-quantised

gluon fields)

- ~h-L T
(2.25)

III. SUM RULE FOR THE V-V-TT VERTEX FUNCTIOH

We are now in a position to combine the short distance expansion

given in the previous section with the dispersion relation for the V-V-TT

vertex. For simplicity we assume an SU(3) symmetry (a,b,c = 1,...,8)

and unless explicitly stated we stick, to the chiral limit in which both

quarks and pions are massless. The vertex function is then

where

) I V "i) ,"'?'* "̂  f t,\ *?.} '
(3.1)

U is the path ordered phase factor introduced in Eq.. (1.1) and if1 is any

state with the quantum numbers of the pion.

In QCD the leading order, after taking into account the anomalous

dimensions, is simply

where

where V = q y X q .

The amplitude T(q,p) depends on q via the two scalar variables^, which

can he chosen to be

(3.2)

2 2
In the Bjorken limit -q • Q -» +00 , p,q-#oo, T has an asymptotic expansion

that can Toe read off from Eq. (2-26 ) , nattely

3 . 3 )

where x in fact is of order Ot-,(z ) and hence if we write
b

where

a

we have the relationship

and

P:

-11- -12-



is the projection operator for 2n-th anomalous dimension. [Note that only

the positive charge conjugation sector contributes to the pion matrix elements.]

Few first projection matrices P are given in Table.I. The anomalous

dimension factors y_ read: •

•*•*»

(3.5)

M ia the normalization scale of the operators (j y Yc (2J3) q.. El-(3-3)

neglects, besides non-leading e( effects, the contributions of higher

twist operators. We shall comment on the higher twist contributions shortly.

2 p
Our purpose i3 to consider the amplitude T (q ,q^) on a straight

2 2
line in the 1,-1, plane:

M (3.6)

vhere tu and Jv are parameters that are held fixed as q varies. We

keep

so that for and

\

do not meet any singularity of T

(3.T)

Furthermore, ve note that the straight l ine (3-6) does not cross the region

of complex momentum q, c«f. the region (q-p) < nu. q provided

(3.8)

2 2
[Note that the boundary of that region is a parabola in the Q.,-% plane

that shrinks to the half line qf = q^ > 0 as (n^,—>0, see Fig.2. ] It i

shown in Appx.E that under the restrictions (3-7) and (3.8) the amplitude

satii'ies an unsubtracted dispersion relation in the variable q

UJ and n fixed
•a

1* Vii r t . , . ^ - i

keeping

(3-9)

-13-

p

ML

p
ML

p
ML

'or Wilson expansion of

0

1

2

V
MX0

1

2

M \

0

l

2

0

1

1/5

3/35

0

0

-2/15

0

0

0

1/21

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

2/3

1

0

0

-2/3

pion wave

2-

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

The fixed u limit is defined by q2 = i p . q - X/CD and the points a,b are ,

respectively, a » 2A/(l-u) and h = -2X/(l+m).
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where we have used a shorthand notation

with
2 £
q. and q^ given ty Eq. (3.6), The absorptive part U is defined by

(3.10)

Hente the asymptotic expansion (3-3) can be rewritten as

*H* (3.11a)

It is also convenient to use the dispersion relation (3-19) in a subtracted

form (EL. = 0)

(3.11b)

especially in the case ^= 0. In the chiral limit, the anomalous Adler-Bell-

JacSciw-Ward identity gives 1 0 '

(3.12)

underlying the well-known QCD prediction for the w° •* 2y decay rate.

The sum rules (3.11a) and (3.11b) can be treated along the lines

that has been developed by Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov ' and by

others ' ' ' ° ' in the case of two-point functions

use some weight

The "basic idea is to

-15-

• *

factor that suppresses the large s contribution. Since W (s;u;})

vanishes for s < s (|u)| < l) one can Borel transform (3.11a and b). This

has the effects of Borel improving the convergence of the asymptotic series,

while at the same time damping the large s part of the dispersion integral.

We give here the corresponding Borel transformed sum rules in the limit

\ —•> 0 , i.e. neglecting the effect of the anomalous dimensions, namely:

2- ] A% e = 2_

(3.13a)

(3-13b)

where and are Laguerre polynomials. These

relations are interesting if exact^because they can be inverted using the

orthogonality properties of the Laguerre polynomials. However the anomalous

dimensions essentially smear these asymptotic forms. Nevertheless, for not

too large m, for which the anomalous dimensions are also not too large,

this smearing is negligible providing log M /A %. 2 {see Ref. 7/ and
a2m a r e t £ L k e n a t t h e 5 o a l e vf. We note that provided enough intermediate

states on the left-hand side and enough terms on the right-hand side of

(3.13a,b) are included, these sum rules should be valid in a wide range of

W. In practice, i t is hoped that HT can be chosen large enough to make

the order aJjt) corrections and higher twist terms on the right-hand side

small, while at the same time only the lowest lying states contribute to

the left-hand sides of these

-16-



Sum rules. (This hope Is of course based on the small value of A ,< 150 MeV.)

Let us note that as far as the higher twist terms are concerned, the pion is

a fortunate special case. There are three types of higher twist contributions

which we 4id not include in the V-V-n vertex and the pion wave function:

a) the operators that iovolve F insertions into the quark

bilinear qq . These can be regarded as higher sectors of the

pion wave function and hopefully can be regarded as small.
2 2

b) The kinematic terms p /Q that arise through the Fourier transform

of the formula (2.26), which are absent for a massless pion and

very small in practice.
c) Finally we have contributions that arise from z2 terms in the

expansion of matrix elements / a y yA2,'T>) |TT(pj S a i a p,(p«z")

+ ib2 P/t z* .

In the chiral limit and to the leading order in <*g these, terms can be

related to the matrix elements of bilinefar/v&n one or more F^o insertions,

i.e. to the higher tvist operators of type a).

IV. DISCUSSION.OF SUM BULES FOR V-V-r VERTEX;

In order.to illustrate the physical content of sum rul«s (3.13a)

and {.3.13b) it is.convenient to work, in the "zero-width approximation" in

which one neglects all internal quark loops: the amplitude T(q .q^) is

then represented by an infinite set of real poles ..arising from an infinite

family of stable p and Cii mesons. Furthermore, ve shall assume exact

chiral symmetry,(i.e. work in the limit . m u = md = 0) and exact Zweig

rule for J = 1 . mesons. Under these simplifying assumptions one

gets from Eq.(3.10)

m (n - 0,1,...) stands for the mass of n J = 1 f meson degenerate
V th

meson partner. F is the coupling of n vector meson to the

m

with its

vector current:

-17-

(h.2)

H (t) is the co - IT magnetic dipole transit ion form factor (more precisely
its real part), defined by [t = (p-k)2]

= €-
(it.3)

Note that G (0) coincides with the standardly defined "̂ (o
coupling constant which - within the Kweig rule - is three
times the coupling constant J —9 V y

fwidths of and

.For the case n = 0, the radiative

mesons give the experimental values

3 ^
(h.k)

and consequently, Gfl(0) in our approximation should lie

expected somewhere inbetween the two numbers (4.14).

Clearly, in the zero-vidth approximation, the form factors G (t)
are again given by an infini te set of poles

where g . is a suitably normalized P - ft)>. —11 coupling constant. (Defining

F as real, g are real and symmetric.) It may happen that for certain

choices of parameters LL> and the argument of one of the form factors

in (U.1) reaches one of the poles (4.5). (This means that the straight line

(3.6) in the q,-!-, plane passes through an intersection of the lines q? = m
2 2 *\ in

and q̂ , = m. .) The corresponding singularity in A (and/or oj) is however
cancelled by another term of the sum (k . l ) . To demonstrate this statement

i t is sufficient to insert the pole representation C*.5) into Eq-Ct.l):
-IB-



denoting , Eq.(lt.l) can be rewritten as double aeries:

X-
!-»•-»

(U.6)

where m n k = j (n£ + mjp and

"x Ci-«-

Let us first illustrate this approach to the sum rules (3.13) setting
*)

y, = 0 and considering u as an arbitrary small parameter . Further, let
12 )

us take the old Gell-Mann-Sharp-Wagner model , in which the transition

form factors are approximated simply by the p and a) poles, respectively,

4 (* ) - fi, t+ l = *

where m = m. TSO MeV and g is the

case th

(defining the variable y = m 2

iry coupling defined

in Eq.(lt.l4). In this case the two Borel transformed sum rules read:

(It.8a}

The absence of the singularity at \ = \ (tu) is now manifest. In particular,
nK

it follows that left-hand sides of the sum rules (3.13a) and (3.13b) are

analytic functions of cu and \ for |toi < 1 and |?i| < m2.

We propose to consider the sum rules (3.13a) and (3.13b) for

sufficiently small values of \bi\ and I'M , such that the denominators in

Eq.(lt.6) do^Fecome small, say |^ - ^ ( w ) I > nu, provided n = 0 (k = 0)

and k. >/l (n >, l). In this case, and provided M is pot too large,

(typically in the range M? ̂  M * 1 (GeV) )one can expect the n = 0 term in

Eq., C*.l) to give the dominant contribution to the sum rules (3.13a) and

(3.13b): the contributions of higher vector mesons will be (at least)

suppressed by the typical exponential factors

(It.8b)

where

and

which for Vf in the range m* to (l GeV)2 and for small "\ and (J varies

from k% to 15?. Clearly, as IXI and |wi increase, the relative

contribution of higher terms in (k.l) becomes more Important." is hoped that

Vt in the above range may be considered as sufficiently large (compared to

A ) to suppress the contribution of radiative corrections and of higher twist

operators that have been neglected on the right-hand side of sum rules

(3-13a) and (3.13b). In the case of two-point functions a similar guess

has proved to be fairly successful! •

*) Strictly speaking the dispersion relation (3.9) is originally derived
•I p

under the restriction £J^ ^ T- BL. . However, in the zero width approximation

it is a trivial matter to extend its validity to all \ and to all |tdl< 1.

-19- -20-



Before we can exploit Eqs.(lt,8a) and (4.8b) ve have to decide which value

of M (or equivalently, of y) to take. The original sum rules (3.13) are

certainly valid over a wide range of M , provided we include enough hadronic

states on the left-hand side and enough terms in the Wilson expansion on the

right-hand side. If we truncate the contributions on both sides of this

equation, we decrease the region of stability (i.e. the plateau in W , where

the physical quantities do not depend on this arbitrary parameter). (Hote

that if the approximation is too severe, then we may loose the plateau

completely.) This suggests that we consider the approximate sum rules,

such as (It.8a) and (It.8b), at the stability point M 2 = M2, i.e. y » y - M2/!!?,

so that a small variation in y around y will not affect the physical

parameters that enter in the sum rules (i.e. masses, couplings and the

coefficients a , etc). In the case of these (jj dependent sum rules, the

stability points can in principle depend on <x> .

We recall the first sum rule is the y derivative of the second, so

that when the first is satisfied at some value y

point of the second,

spin one and spin three) terms, we readily see by inspection that

yQ, this is the stable

If we are interested in only the cu and w (i.e.

1 + with c, = -2/3 is the minimum point of the first.

However, the expansion of E (yQ,u) is independent of c^ up to order t*> .

Further, if we define a minimum point of second sum rule to be y = 1 + cot" +"

then Cg is only determined by terms of order t*> or by requiring consistency

between the two sum rules to order £J . Hence we extract three simple

relationships from these two sum rules, by comparing CJ and to terms on

the right and left-hand sides of (it.Sa, b ) , namely

(1) e"' H, V. i •= TL.

The first of these yields a value for g, namely

Ct.9)

This is perfectly consistent with the experimental value taken from Ci,li),

-21-

Using relation (1) in relation (2), the latter yields a. 2<m ) - \

We recall from Sec.II that a2 at two different normalization points are

related by

where £2((f) =

We should note however that the anomalous dimension factor 6g(Q )

is slightly distorted by the Borel transform (see Ref.7). For a value of

A = 100 MeV and Y5'^
 O'^» this distortion amounts to only a 5% change in

fi . However this small value of a ? was rather dependent on the single

pole approximation and we cannot be sure this is sufficient for higher

powers of ui. We will therefore reconsider this in a more systematic

analysis below. Before doing this, let us note that on combining relations

(l) and (.3) we obtain

(It.11)

i.e. F = m /2 f/ZTF a 88 MeV. This value is in remarkable agreement with

the experimental value J« = 93 MeV. Further, the above formula for F^.

supports the view that the smallness of F_ compared to a typical hadron
2 2

scale like m has its origin in geometrical factors like 1/ljK. . Here this
that

comes from the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly. We shall see in a moment/the precise

value of the latter guarantees the common stability point of

the two equations at 7Q X 1.

If we return to C4.8) and not assume anything about GftJj then the

stability condition for the first equation becomes

t.12)

This gives a value for y , .at which we assume both Eqs(lt.8a) and Ct-Bb) are

satisfied to a good approximation. Using the latter together with (It. 8)). we

can express the stability point as

-22-



X =
(U.13)

where A = —5- ~ . Furthermore, we can use these equations to express the
BIT IT

form factor G(t) in the vicinity t ^ m in terms of the coefficient

that define the short distance part of the pion wave function
a ,

Expressions(1*J!3 )ana(ltJi )are equivalent to the original Eqs.(H.8a), (l|.8b)

and (It.12).

For the single pole model G = K = 1, which leads to the value of

= F!lIpEJJ. = 88 MeV. If on the other hand we use (It.13) with E_ = F,!l

then one obtains from (It. 13) a value

93 MeV,

indicating a value of M? *•* (l GeV) . In any case one may conclude that

for sufficiently small ul , the approximate sum rules (It.8a) and (it.8b) are

indeed stable in the range m. 4 Mr 5 ( 1 GeV) , for which we might hope

both contributions of higher vector mesons and of higher twist operators

to be'small.

At this point i t is worth noting the fact that the transition

form factors @N(t) are measurable in e e annihilation. G = G for instance

defines the amplitudes of the exclusive process e e —•> WIT and/or e e —» j>lT

and the corresponding data could be used for a detailed quantitative analysis

of our sum rules. Here we shall continue, however, to concentrate on a more

qualitative discussion of Sq.(U.llt). We first note that this equation

requires 0{\) to exhibit a pole at t = m . Note that this fact has not been

used in deriving Eq-Ct.lU). On the other hand, the equation does not show

up any other singularity of G(O, which is in line with the previous statement

that the approximations we have made can at best be true for sufficiently

small CJ , for which t = m (1-ttJ) / (1+oJ) remains close to m . The contents

of the sum rule for the spin one (u) ) and spin three parts (ur) can be

obtained with G = G,. , and lead to relationships (l) to (3). However if we

want to consider higher powers of i*J , i t is necessary to go beyond the

crude single pole model G = G used at the beginning of this section. For
0

t <%*m we can use in general

Inspecting the representation (It.5) for G(t) and taking into account that the

6 _ (u _ jf couplings g - should / ' ' rapidly small as n increases (c.f.

the noti-relativistic quark model picture) one should expect a l l coefficients

C to be small and decreasing asnbecomes large. We insert (*t.!5) into

the formula (It. 12) and compare the coefficients of powers of uJ up to o> •

The expression (l) equating the residues of the W = 0 pole remains unaltered,

except the factor e ia replaced by e . In addition we have from the

coefficient of the (o term

(it.16)

(,K= 1 is recovered if &„ = 0) and the coefficients of the powers u> and

CO give, respectively,

Si

(U.17)

(14.18)

-23-

Furthermore, the coefficient c that measures the ui dependence of the

stability point yQ(ki),see Eq. (It.13), becomes

C -

It is seen that all three coefficients.£Q, c and £ 2 are reasonably small

in the whole range O.67 < K < 1, provided a-ĝ ir i s s m a l l> typically a£ 5 0.1

as the above naive estimate gave.

Up to now we have investigated the truncated form of the sum rules

(3-13a) and (3.13b) in the simple case "K = 0. It is a non-trivial matter

to check that keeping ^ 4 0, but small, does not lead to contradictions

with the above results. We proceed as before, retaining only the n = 0 term

in the sum kS6 ) and search for the stability point M^, at which we can

-2k-



expand the sum ruler _.n powers of and cu up to the quadratic terms
? ?

\ti), ^ and {j . Apart from a new constant

of TO,-*) in the sum rule (3.13b), namely

arising from the expansion

(l*.2O)

this; analysis involves the same parameters as before (g, £ , & , £ and a ).

The latter leads to a lot of apparently new constraints, (The main steps of

this investigation are summarized in Appx.C.) It is remarkable and

reassuring that most of these constraints turn out to be identities, if

one uses our previous results, relationship (l), with e replaced In general

by e and (it.13) together With (It.17) to (It.19). The only new information

resides in the formula for the IT meson wave function coefficient a :

CU.21)

and the following expression for T '.

\x *•*"•>• l o v e -t-11

t - (It.22)

If one takes K = < e x p = 0.67, corresponding to (FexP = 93 MeV), one

obtains

, .£,_=•

(It.23)

and a2 = 0.1 F^ .. The coupling constant g corresponding to this value of

K is g = I.78 (GeV) and the experimentally interesting number

^ ( \

! • 0 3 (U.2U)

- 25 -

i s s t i l l n i , e i y within tae range C^.U). For

one gets

1 ( i . e . Fff = 0.88 MeV)

•= o = - ih &>. (lt.25)

and
2

< M Q < 1The fact that the S B are small over the whole range

(GeV2) suggests the original simple pole model describes reasonably well

the general situation. We note however overall consistency requires $ x

and & different from zero, although small . Furthermore, the predicted

value of a is stable in the above range. The smallness of s-2 can be

understood from the fact that it corresponds to the ratio of the second to

the first moment of the light cone wave function (2.23), which for the

ground state pion state is not expected to have nodes.

V. THE V-A-T VERTEX FUHCTIOS

yhat is involved in
We briefly indicatejthe corresponding analysis of the V-A-1T

vertex, which is slightly more complicated because we have to take into

account Ward identities, associated with the equal time commutator of the

axial and vector current. In principle there are two independent functions

V 1 and V associated with the most general decomposition of this vertex

consistent with the Ward identities it satisfies. However if we concentrate

on the leading order in QCD and study the relevant triangle diagram (see

introduction) one obtains (for A = 0)

l̂ « - -—;
Part- lit

-Wo
">(,

(5.1)

where C are precisley the same Wilson coefficients that entered in themn

pion wave function and the V-V-Tf vertex. The V-A-T vertex function is

defined by

-26-



z e ( 5 - 2 )

••••••••"- t ! - . : . ; . J o ( ' ; " j = r . v e t . - i c : G i . : : . - - : ; , , :_! . . ; \ . . - J " b e . ; ^ : c . C c r i p a , r i n ^ ( 5 . 2 ) a n d

2 2
\7:.6) for q^ and ;; on a straight line (3,6) (A = 0, for simplicity),

one obtains (-q = Q^ •* +«)

Working in the chiral limit m = m s= 0, T can be decomposed as
(5.7)

r v
"F

(5.3) (5.8)

vhere
T actually behaves as a (Q )/Q . Taking into account the lowest order
radiative corrections to the triangle diagrams in Fig.l one has for

instance

I ti)

(5.9)

The decomposition (5-3) automatically satisfies the correct Ward identities

(5.5)

T^ is the analogue of the longitudinal structure function in deep inelastic

lepton scattering.

Note that further restriction on the amplitude T arises from chiral

symmetry. Taking in Eq.(5.2) the limit p •* 0 one obtains

The pole term in (5.3) at o » (<̂  - p/2) = 0 is chosen so as to represent

a suitable part of the dynamical pion pole that occurs in (5.2): the scalar

amplitudes T. and T are free of kinematical singularities and

consequently the light cone dispersion relations can te applied. (The

absorptive part of T given by the anticommutator [V ,A ] is decomposed
y V (l) (2)

in terms of the conserved tensors
(l)

and I"
(2)

V ,A ]

only.)

The short distance expansion of T (q.,p) is obtained taKing the

Fourier transform of the corresponding matrix element of (5'l)- Neglecting

0(a ) and higher twist terms one has

in

(5-6)

.at

(5.10)

2 ?

that holds for a l l q . For large q. , th is chiral symmetry breaking two-

point function fal ls rapidly like a < (<iq) > Q
(<iq)

Having all these facts in mind, one could now investigate the Borel

transformed sum rules for T and T in much the same way as we did in detail

for the V-V-ff vertex. Provided these sum rules may again be considered for

M £ 1 (GeV) , one may expect the dominant contributions to arise from the

TT , p and A^ poles.

- 2 7 - - 2 8 -



The pion intermediate atate makes the electromagnetic pion form factor

F (t) appear;

f\v,

(5.11)

For small m and A = 0, i . e . q ^ q̂  , the TT contribution to
v i l l tie given by the pion charge radius

fcli T

U s
(5-12)

This fact makes the V-A-u sum rules rather interesting, provided one finds

an appropriate way hov to treat the p and JL contributions. Hie latter

involve four independent form factors

- rV h«

^

(5.13)

The two form factors G and G are restricted by chiral symmetry,
1Tp(2l (2)

cf. Eq,.(5.10). The form factors G ,' and G ' are not very veil known.

One could, of course, write down a model in which these form factors are

dominated by the cross channel poles, However, in order to avoid ambiguities

one would need to specify,e.g. an effective Lagrangian of the type

1 = €

-29-

which would incorporate a specific relation between the pole dominated form

of matrix elements 15.13) and tbe three physical constants g and the s
p TTTr

and d wave couplings g. , in a way consistent with current conservation

and ehiral symmetry. The sum rules would then provide additional restrictions

on such effective Lagrangian, specifying its free parameters in terms of the

pion-vave function parameters F , a s : 0.1 F , etc. Alternatively, one

might think about a more phenomenologieal approach, taking advantage of

the fact that the transition form factors G , and G could be measured
TTA. Tip

i n t he T decays T •+ IT + A + v and T + TT + p + v .

Both these alternatives are however too involved to be further

pursued here. We nevertheless hope that the qualitative discussion of this

section made it clear that the method developed In this paper goes well

beyond the simple example of the TT-V-V vertex and that it vould yield a nev

interesting relationship (involving, e.g. the if charge radius) vhen

applied to the n-V-A vertex.

-30-



VI. COHCLUSIOHS

We have seen that useful information about the hadronic bound states

of QCD can be learned from sum rules for vertex functions involving the

product of local currents. In particular, we obtained the following

approximate relations from the V-V-TT vertex function: l) P = (N /3)M /8TT .
IT c p

This gives a value F^ = 68 MeV, which is in remarkable agreement with

the experimental value 93 MeV. 2) g 0 = 3 g ^ Q " * 2 GeV"1 within the

Zweig rule. The la t te r should be compared with the experimental values

2> 0-1 ^ . the latter being3) ag = (p.z)"3 ^0 (5 y z.y(z-D)2 q

unknown experimentally but important for a more complete lmowledge of the

asymptotic pion wave function and form factor. We also indicated the main

features of the corresponding analysis of the V-A-rr vertex, in which the

equal-time commutator Wara identity and pion pole plays an important role

in i t s structure.

The main ingredients of these sum rules are on the one hand a

knowledge of the behaviour of products of local currents at short distances
on the other
and/the existence of dispersion integrals whose asymptotic behaviour is

determined by this short-distance behaviour. The currents can be any

bilinear chosen from qq, qy q, qy q, qy y q or qa q or indeed any-

higher spin operator. Further, we can choose any hadron state. This

presents a rich spectrum of relations and should be compared with information

obtained from equal-time commutation relations a decade ago. In fact aa

originally suggested by Wilson the short-distance expansion

JAU).JB(o) J (0) + higher spin (6.1)

replaces the equal-time commutators

Jcio) (b.2j

in situations where they are not defined, fur example, when the currents have

anomalous dimensions.

It would be interesting to apply these ideas to the U(l) currents,

which have anomalies and to consider the vertex functions involving n or

TI' states, T,O see ii any new insight to the U(l) oroblem can be obtained.

In particular, to try to estimate the size of gluonic components in the n'

wave function.

-31-

Another very interesting case where we believe valuable information

can be extracted from these sum rules is -when one of tne currents is

baryonic. For example, consider the vertex function

az q(0) (G . 3 )

The Wilson expansion will relate the asymptotic form of this vertex to the

unknown operator matrix elements ^Q|qrq.r'q|n \ in the nacleon wave

function. On the other hand, the corresponding light cone dispersion
by

integral is dominated /the well studied spectrum of nucleon excited states.

Further, tne relevant transition form factors are reasonably well known

from photon and electroproduction. We can therefore hope to obtain some

valuable estimate of these operator matrix elements.

As a final remark we note that although we have concentrated on

QCD, the basic ideas apply to any asymptotically free gauge theory, for

which we suppose there is a bound state spectrum. For example, if we

consider technicolour, metacolour or hypercolour preon models ,

involving new ultra short distance gauge forces, in which the gauge bosons

of the SU(£) <H) u(l) electroweak theory emerge as "bound states, then

these vertex sum rules provide information about the interaction of the

gauge bosons and any techni-pions or scalars in the theory. It would

be interesting to see if under any circumstances an effective gauge

theory emerges.
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paper.

APPENDIX A

A.I Mixing: matrix at the one loop level

The operator 0 * corresponds to expansion

(A.I)

then at the one-loop level in the Feynman gauge we have to calculate the two

integrals

f>- V,

(A.2)

V,. •>,

+ (term with q •* -q)

(A.3)

-34-



The first integral is straightforward and if we concentrate only on 2/6 pole,

where £ = h-B, then one obtains after shifting the loop .momentum by

k -7 k. = k - xp<z - (y - -^—) IJ and performing the loop integral = • a""L T
t - l

i-iO*

ft ,.«-«•< _ _ "-< -,

where

i « «

(A.I*)

Similarly extracting 1/g pole from the second integral we have

(A.5)

a-

l -o

Hence

" f t •£ p?
=̂

we have to add wave function renormalization factors after which we obtain,

writing

CV)

f\ y\
T T •VM

c "2

with

•[-U, W

(A.6)

We divide Z . into even and odd charge conjugation pairs Z'±'

and separate further into a piece A , which is common to • theory

in D = 6 dimensions, plus a piece B coming from soft gluons, i.e. we write

-35- -36-



M L

where

<*>

It is easy to demonstrate that

- :

V\ = % •* even case

odd case

(A.7)

(A.8)

Taking A;:, first, we have

NL

- a

' *

-J

H-u

^ L_\\

!H—. [ - IZ,.

tfTL •>

(A.9a)

-37-

Similarly

1

= 6
(A.

Hence ignoring the important krone cka delta part, we can deduce the matrices

IT*' and U .from the A^*' matrix alone. By inserting only the A part of

Z in (2.5), we obtain, after subtracting K = k and K = k+1 cases, the

recurrence relationships.

For the even charge conjugation case

\J
{A.10)

whose solution is

(A.ll)

where "<•„ is an arbitrary normalization constant, which we choose for

convenience to be «< = (-1) . Similarly for the odd charge conjugation

case we have

2k

(A.12)

whose solution is given in Eq.(2.8). One can similarly solve the recurrence

relations for IT* , the results are given in Eqs.{2.9) and (2.10).
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APPENDIX B

In this appendix we recall the proof of "light cone dispersion

relations" (3-9) (cf. Eef.5). Far the sake of simplicity let us ignore all

Lorentz indices and consider two scalar local operators J (x) and Jp(x)

such that the matrix element ^0|j (z/2) J (-z/2)|p N is for z •*• 0 no

more singular than 1/z . In the definition of the retarded nmplitude

(B.I)

the local commutativity of J and J makes i t possit le to replace 8(z )

by 8(n.z) , where n is a positive l ight- l ike vector; n = 0, n > 0.

Consequently, the amplitude R sat isf ies for a l l real vectors fc a dispersion

relat ion

fc \w\ * t-Ce
V K W ^ £ Y , 1 ,

(B.2)

where

V -̂  I \J+ - V.

(B.3)

The convergence of the dispersion integral (B.2) is controlled by the z —>0

•behaviour of ^0|j (z/2) J (-E/2)|P*^ ; if it is no more singular than

1/z , the dispersion relation (B.2) is unsubtracted.

The amplitudes V and H depend on g through the scalar variables

If one sets q = k + E*lvith n = 0, the variables q , q̂  become (p = m )

(B.5)
-39-

where

s = and

Co = -r A = (B.6)

Hence, varying E (with k. and n fixed), q and q| follow a straight line

parametrized by (B.5). Denoting

with q, and ̂  on a straight line (B.5), the dispersion relation (B.2)

becomes

(B.7)

This equation holds for all u and X under the restriction

(B.8)

whichfollows from Eqs.(B.fi) and from the reality of the four vector k.

[The amplitudes V {q} are a priori not defined for complex q. The in-

equality (B.8) is equivalent to the requirement that the straight line (B.5)
2 2avoid3 the region of the q,-q2 plane that can be reached only if some

components of q and/or p are complex.]

In the following we consider |u[ < 1. In this case there exists

s (cu,A) such that for s < so(ui,X)pV (s ;u , \ ) = 0. Furthermore, since V^{q}

vanish whenever +q + p/2 are outside the forward l ight cone, they vanish,

in part icular if ±V»+ j p n < 0 where n is a positive l ight- l ike vector.

For (co j < 1 this implies

; co;A)

and consequently

-1*0-



APPENDIX C

V ( "*; W i X i = -^ { V , / w ; X

Hence s Eq.-(B.f) can be rwritten

(B-9)

(B.10)

This appendix is devoted to the analysis of truncated sum rules

(3.13a) and (3.31b) in the general case X ^ 0, m # 0, both X and u> small.

I t is convenient to replace X by a new variable £ defined as

JDti
(c .D

This means that the chronological product amplitude

= ft

satisfies the dispersion relation

(B.ll)

(B.12)

valid for a l l w and A restricted ~by |u| < 1 and Xm >/1 2

Let us first concentrate on the sum rules (3-13a). Retaining on its left-hand

side just the leading p contribitionpone gets

(C.2)

notations are as in Sec.IV: the sum rule (kJi'a) is obtained setting £ - 0.
We nov want to consider Eq.(C.2) for small u) and any £ - not necessarily
small. Using the expansion (It.ljj of the form factor G(t) in the vicinity
of t = m , the left-hand side of Eq-(C2) becomes

(C3)

where

(C.lt)

and

<C5)

- - 1 * 1 -

The expansion (C.3) has t o agree with the r ight -hand s ide of sum r u l e (C.2)

cf.
-1+2-



(C.6)

The sum rule has to be considered at the stability point y - y (u ,£) that

solves the equation

e •+ = o

Writing

(C7)

one obtains, of course,

, « K.
(c.8)

( i . e . yn(0,O is independent of £} and

H i
(C-9)

At the stability point y = yQ, the expression (C.3) for the left-hand side

becomes

O f
(c.io)

IF

Comparing vith Eq.(C,6} one gets g e~ = - ^ - cf. Eq.(l(.l9) - and

(C.ll)

that has to be satisfied for all £ . If one substitutes into Eqs.(C-5)

the expressions (.4.16-4.18) for 6 , 6 and S one finds that the first two

•«!* ' •«* «!P

powers of 5 in ( C l l ) agree identically for a l l rf, and for a l l
2

while i term requires the relation

-1

as claimed in Sec.IV.

Next, ve consider the second sum rule (3.13b). Retaining just the

p contribition on the left-hand side, this sum rule reads

-*• f cj>

I n <

For small ID , the left-hand side of Eq. (C.12) is

(C.12)

S =
(c.13)

where

and

Using the expansion (4.20) for T(> -X), the right-hand side of (C.12)

becomes

- I t I t -



It is convenient to collect together

s-um rule (C.12) as

(C.15)

y dependent terms and rewrite the

where H'(y,E) is again quadratic in

(C.16)

(cf. Eq.. (It.12)) it implies F(rt,0 = 0. Consequently, the sum rule (C.l6)

holds and is stanle if and only if one has for all £

~ ^ < i > * \> - o
(C.20)

Using the expressions iCt.16-^.18) for SQ, S^ and S2 and the formula (I*.21)

for B-2 one finds that the first tvo povers of £ in hotb Eqs.(C.2O) do

indeed vanish identically for all j£ . Only one of the remaining two

equations is independent and it gives

^

^

(We have exploited the relation g = —5— e^«)
P

As usual, we seek the stability point

CC.17)

Co,

that solves the equation

e -
(C.18)

This equation requires - in addition to the expected formula

yo(0,C) = 1-2 &Q = A - the relation

(C19)

and it leaves y,(t) undetermined. The sum rule (C.l6) at the stability

point y = yQ is however independent of yi(E)- Besides the already known

relation
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